TRAVELLING TO EVEREST, IQ22
the bestowal on the local authorities of Homburg hats
from London, while they in turn invested our party with
khaddar scarves. Thus all were happy, and we parted
on each occasion the best of friends.
Travelling in Tibet is unlike most other travelling. The
weather is nearly always fine and sunny, but miserably
cold, with a strong west wind continually blowing little
dust-devils over the sandy plain. There is "no tree, nor
leaf of green/' hardly any flowers, and no visible grass.
The yaks manage to find sustenance somehow, grunting
and grazing as they go their steady two miles an hour.
But the country is almost all beautiful. The limestone
and granite crags with rolling sandy slopes exhibit a variety
of colour—greys, reds, yellows, and even greens, unhelped
by any vegetation : it has to be seen to be believed. All
the time we travelled to the west we had upon our left-
hand the great Himalayan chain with its blue shadows
and white caps of eternal snow, its ever-changing outlines
and its foregrounds of nomad encampments or well-built
villages and temples.
Often we had to go over twenty miles from one camping-
ground to the next where water was available. Several
times we climbed over I7,ooo-foot passes on well-worn
yak-tracks which on the plains were as smooth as a road.
In all the months of travel in 1922 and 1924 I never once
saw a wheel, and I doubt if there is one in Tibet, except
the prayer-wheels which provide the country with one
of its chief industries. Like the famous village where they
Jive by taking in each other's washing, and like the South
Indians who live on one another's law cases, the Tibetan
lives' apparently by twisting prayer-wheels and waving bits
of white cloth inscribed with prayers.
Some prayer-wheels are as large as the boiler of a loco-
motive. Others are held in the hand, whilst some are
propelled by the arms of the faithful, and yet others moved
by water-power. In Shekar Dzong are some colossal ones
which one can just turn by pushing with all one's force.
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